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ABSTRACT
The San Andreas fault and related structures in the Salton trough region are readily expressed on Landsat images and high-altitude
aerial photographs, having diagnostic surface characterisitics that are typical of a wrench-fault assemblage . These characteristics
include a principal strike-slip displacement zone that is relatively straight and long, inconsistent structural relief along major wrench
faults, the occurrence of en echelon structures adjacent to the.. major strike-slip faults, and lateral offset of structural, natural, and
man-made features . Wrench-fault transgression and transtension occur in places along the San Andreas fault system, recognized
respectively by the dominance of contractional or extensional structures . All of these surface manifestations are clearly discriminated
on the remote sensing data and define criteria that distinguish wrench-fault assemblages from other structural styles .
INTRODUCTION
The southern extent of the San Andreas right-lateral, strike-slip
fault lies along the northeastern margin of the Salton trough in
southern California (Figure I)_ This fault is tectonically active, well
exposed, and well documented in this region (many authors; e.g.,
Crowell, 1962; Dibblee . 1977 ; Crowell and Sylvester . 1979 ; Sylvester.
1988 ; Hutton and others. 1991) . thus offering an ideal locality to
study the San Andreas fault and the structural assemblage that is
commonly associated with wrench-fault tectonics (Figure 2 ; Wilcox
ttsvaw

and others. 1973; Harding, 1974 : Reading, 1980 ; Christie-Blick and
Biddle . 1985 ; Harding, 1990) . Wrench-fault assemblages have unique
structural characteristics that differentiate them from other styles of
deformation (Harding and Lowell . 1979; Lowell, 1990) . Likewise .
wrench-fault assemblages have distinguishing surface manifestations
that can be detected and analyzed using remote sensing data (Corona,
1993) .
The San Andreas wrench-fault system in the Salton trough region
is profoundly displayed on remote sensing data (Corona and others,
1993) . Examination of this fault system using these data yields
diagnostic surface characteristics that define criteria to
distinguish a wrench-fault structural assemblage from other
structural styles. The following discussion describes the
identification criteria of wrench-fault assemblages from remote
sensing data utilizing Landsat Thematic Mapper images and
high-altitude aerial photographs along this Salton trough
segment of the San Andreas fault system .
AREAS OF INVESTIGATION
Four areas along the San Andreas fault system in the Salton
trough are selected to show the diagnostic surface
characteristics of wrench-fault assemblages as expressed on
remote sensing data (see Figure 1) . These areas are the Indio .
Mecca, and Dunnid hills, and the Imperial Valley . The Indio
Hills display classic neotectonic wrench-fault morphology,
whereas the Mecca Hills reveal a suite of wrench-related
structural elements. Wrench-fault rranspression dominates the
Dunnid Hills, and uanstension is prevalent in the Imperial
Valley . These areas conjointly constitute most of the structural
characteristics that typify a wrench-fault structural style . In
turn, these structural characteristics provide the criteria for the
identification of wrench-fault assemblages from remote sensing
or any geologic-map data . The compilation of these criteria are
summarized at the end of this discussion .

Figure 1 . Location map of the Salton trough region of southern California
showing the major strike-slip (wrench) fault systems and areas of
investigation (Figures 3, 4, 5, and 7) . These areas are, from northwest to
southeast, the Indio Hills, the Mecca Hills, the Durmid Hills, and the
Imperial Valley . IF, Imperial fault ; SAF, San Andrcas fault ; SHF,
Superstition Hills fault ; SJF, San Jacinto fault; She, Superstition Mountain
fault

Indio Hills
The Indio Hills form a low northwest-trending ridge along
the northeastern margins of the Coachella Valley and Salton
trough (Figure 3) . The uplift is 20 miles long, up to four miles
wide, and rises to maximum elevations of 1600 to 1700 feet
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"The trace of the Banning fault is marked by a
conspicuous linear tonal anomaly on the Landsat
image (see Figure 3) . The northeastern side of the
fault has an anomalous dark lijanagure with
patches of irrigated vegetation and same housing
developments. To the southwest, the tone changes
abruptly to the light-colored signature that is
characteristic of the. windblown sand that covers
much of the northern Coachella Valley . Housing
developments and irrigated vegetation are lacking in
drta basitxr rcgtvn . Tire senraakubly slurp linear
contact between these contrasting Landsar signatures
extends northwest along the Banning fault for f4tir
miles where it is concealed beneath windblown sand .
The following explanation for this Landsat anomaly
is based on field observations here and at similar
anomalies along other faults in the region . In the
northern Coachella Valley . the Banning fault is a
barrier to the southward flow of groundwater . Along
the northeastern side of the fault the water table i>
shallow which supports phreatophytes such as
tamarisk, mesquite . and creosote bushes . This
vegetation blocks the eastward migration of
.oindblown sand; eh .rcFar~, tl, . t.rrn .n .,n chi
northeast side of the fault is a caanbinatiun of bare
soil and phreatophytes with scattered houses and
patches

of. irrigated

vegetation . The spectral

properties of this soil regime produce the dark
signature that contrasts with the regional lightcolored signature of the barren, sand-mantled
Coachella Valley.
Along the southeastern margin of the Indio Hills
where the Banning fault merges with the Mission
Creek fault to form the San Andreas fault, the

Figure 5 . High-attitude aerial photograph of the Durmid Hills structural culmination
along the San Andrcas right-slip fault (dotted line), California . Deformation associated
with this Net,gene wrench fault consists of a system of east-trending folds arranged in

merged faults cause several groundwater seeps that
support small groves of native palms . Thcse palm
r,tuvca me tcadily dt ;tct.tuu vi. LalitiaoL hyogca iii.

an en echelon pattern and oblique to the San Andreas fault . Figure 6 is a photographic

1 .100 .000 scale: At the smaller scale of Figure 3,
however, these groves are not detectable .

offset of Salt Creek along the - San Andrcas fault.

enlargement depicting some of these folds . Note the youthful drainage pattern
associated with this uplift and indicative of regional dip . Also note the right-lateral

The northeastern margin of the, southeastern
Indio Hills is a northeast-facing, linear scarp finned by the lndto
Hills fault. This, fault is projected northward into the foothill, of the
- Littlo gn l3amardino: Adw.nu .rae- Ti
t ..Jia i-t L FN ..Ie 1
:.
. linear topographic appearance on the L anJa .s t mace (sec
distinctive
Figure 3) .
There are a number a small anticlines and synclines in the IIndio

years ago, Texaco drilled an unsuccessful oil test on the crest of Edom
Hill .
Mecca Hills
The Mecca Hills lie between Interstate 10 and Highway I11 in
the sc iirheastcrn pan of the t o.schclla Valley just north of the Salton
Se (Figure 4) . [his wedge-hoped, northwest trending topographic

Hills that apparently formed in response to displacemenra along the
Banning and Mission Creek right-slip faults . Most of the fold, arc

welt 15 a structural eulininauon along the San Andreas fault . system,
as are the Indio l-hlis to the northwest and the f)urinid Hills to the

only a fewmiles lone with steeply dtpntne limbs that locally arc
overturned . The folds arc most obvious in the well-bedded . ;md,i,sne
and siltstone of the Palm Spring formation . The folds arc n .u

southeast (Sylvester. 1988) . The Mecca hills offer one of best
hh:- .lliries for t'tt,.'Irii : the complex folding and faulting that commonly
uicur alone ; the San Andrcas and other wrench-fault systems.

recognizable on the images because of their small size and cocaplcx
erosion patterns.
One recognizable old is Edom Hill at the northwestern end of the
Indio Hills (see Figure 3) . The broad, doubly plunging intichnc u
four miles long and trends northwest, parallel with the Banning fault
that cuts the flank of the fold; Cdoin Hill rises over a thou.and feet
above the desert floor,

with

Its geotnorphology controlled by the

The stratigrrphy of rhc Mecca Hills is similar to that of the Indio
I fills with the addition of deeper exposures into the basement
complex . Much of the gravel-covered frontal slopes of the Mecca
Hills is underlain by poorly liihificd . Pleistocene-age Ocotillo
Cuisg'iviritiate which eontatns schura dcrntus derived from the
Orocufpia Mountains to the east . On the southwestern margin of the
hills, the conglomerate has been offset about 15 miles northwestward

anticline . Radial drainage channels are beginning to etude the slop •

alone; the San Antircas fault since its deposition (Crowell and

of the hill which is underlain by poorly stratified Ocotillo

Sy'lvester, 1979)- The higher, rugged parts of the Mecca Hills are

Conglomerate . The doinal shape, radial drainage, rind itself ilaniorc~
are toys in rocoaniring tho antiel .,w . n th . . L :.,..J. : .r e. ., ,p.. . 1 i . . .. y

, ou,}7i»tad of Plio-Pleis t„ccne Palm Sprng formation consisting of
hehr-culore,l . tvell •i ndu mtcJ_ ,rlko ;ic sandstone and ctInehsmerare .
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These terrestrial sedimentary rocks grade southwestward and
basinward into siltstone, and northeastward into alluvial-fan facies of
the Canebrake Conglomerate .

is. the folds trend toward parallelism with the San Andreas fault
immediate to the fault (see Figure 6) .

in the core of the Mecca Hills . the lower part of the Palm Spring
formation is interbedded and underlain by the Late Miocene(?)Pliocene Mecca formation, a reddish to dark reddish-brown unit of
thick-bedded sandstone, claysrone, conglomerate, and brcccia
(Sylvester and Smith, 1976) . The detrital material of these rocks is
composed chiefly of Mesozoic and Precambrian basement debris . The
Mecca fonnation, in turn, lies nonconformably on a heterogeneous
basement complex of Precambrian gneiss, Mesozoic granitic rocks,
and mnid-Tertiary hypabyssal felsic dikes which, in the subsurface, s in
thrust-fault contact over the late Mesozoic('.)-age Orocopia Schist .
The young Cenozoic sedimentary section in the Mecca Hills is
interrupted by numerous diastems and abrupt facies changes that
reflect Pliocene-Pleistocene episodes of folding and faulting along the
northeastern rim of the Salton trough .
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The Mecca Hills uplift is bounded by the San Andreas fault on
the southwest and the Hidden Springs fault on the northeast, and is
cut longitudinally by the Painted Canyon and Eagle Canyon faults
(see Figure 4). These faults form prominent canyons or valleys in the
Mecca Hills or control right-slip offsets along major drainage courses.
The more northerly Painted Canyon. Eagle Canyon . and Hidden
Springs faults are normal-oblique, right-slip, horsetail-splay structures
off the northwest-ttending San Andreas fault . This fault-splay system
is well expressed on the Landsat image as linear topographic features,
and is characterisitic of a wrench-fault zone . The Plio-Pleistocene
strata that make tip much of the Mecca Hills exhibit complex
faulting and folding associated with Neogene wrench-fault
deformation. Strike-slip faults. normal oblique-slip and reverse
oblique-slip faults, flower strucnues, inward-verging transpressive
structures, and en echelon (olds and 6wlrs are common srnu r,iral
elements within the Mecca Hills uplift . The details of these feat
are too small to be recognized on the Landsat image ; however .
major right-slip faults, large anticlinal culmninations . and
significant subsidiary faults are readily expressed on the remote
sensing data .

The present-day uplift of the Durmid Hills is shown by the
youthful drainage pattern in the area, peaked by the San Andreas
fault (see Figures 5 and 6). The Durmid Hills theimselves, rising to a
height of about 60 meters (200 feet) . are geomorphic evidence for
tectonic uplift. A leveling array over the uplift indicates that the
Dunnid Hills rose relative to the Salton Sea at a rate of about I
mm/yr from 1985 to 1987 (Sylvester. 1988) . The antecedent Salt
Creek (see Figure 5) cuts about 40 meters (130 feet) into the uplifted
Durmid Hills in the last 25,400 t 2200 years, giving an uplift rate of
about I to 2 mm/yr (Burgmann . 1991) . Based on the exposed
stratigraphy of the Pleistocene Borrego formation in the Durmid Hills,
a total uplift of 200 to 1300 meters in 740 .000 years (age of Bishop
Ash) was estimated (Burgmann, 1991) . This corresponds to uplift
rates of 0 .27 to 1 .76 mtn/yr over the last 740,000 years .
Right-lateral separation along the San Andreas fault is evident at
Salt Creek where it has been offset by about 600 to 800 meters (see
Figure 5) . Vertical stratigraphic separation across the San Andreas
fault has been measured at about 500 to 1120 meters with the
northeast side relatively higher than the southwest side of the fault
(Babcock . 1974) . This vertical separation along the San Andreas fault
in the Dunnid Hills is associated with transpressive movement of the
right-slip, wrench-fault zone .
The San Andreas right-slip fault appears to die at the southern
end of the Dunnid Hills . At this point . the fault system is believed to
jog southwestward across the Imperial Valley to the right-lateral,
normal-oblique slip Imperial fault (see Figure 1) . The following
discussion focuses on this right-stepping fault jog of the San Andreas
fault system in the Imperial Valley .

Durmid Hills
The tectonic regime in the Durmid Hills is dominated by
right-slip, wrench-fault transpression associated with the San
Andreas fault (Figure 5) . In these low hills, a sequence of
layered, soft, lacustrine sedimentary rocks are deformed
pervasively into a system of cast-trending folds that are
arranged in a right-stepping, en echelon pattern and oblique to
the San Andreas fault (Figure 6) . These folds are associated
with wrench-fault deformation along the San Andreas fault,
suggestive to the wrench-fault clay models as presented by
Wilcox and others (1973) .
The folds in the Durmid Hills arc generally noncylindrical
with thinned limbs and thickened hinges (i .e ., simiho style of
folding; Burgmann, 1991) . Their surface expression on the
high-altitude aerial photographs consists of pronounced
elliptical to elongate-elliptical outcrop patterns (see Figure 6) .
Wavelengths and amplitudes of the folds range from
centimeters to hundreds of meters . As noted above, the folds at
the Durmid Hills are arranged in an en echelon pattern, oblique
to the San Andreas fault (see Figure 6) . The mean trend of
fold-axial traces is about N74°W, about 27" to the N47°W
strike of the adjacent San Andreas faun (Burgmann, 1991) .
The angle between the fold-axial trace and the strike of the
San Andreas fault commonly decreases toward the fault . That

Figure 6. High-altitude aerial photograph of east-trending, right-stepping, en
echelon folds on the northeast side of the San Andreas fault (arrows) in the
Durmid Hills, California (see Figure S fur location) . Note the youthful
drainage pattern that defines the recently uplifted, southwestern margin of
the San Andreas fault .
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Imperial Valley
The Imperial Valley of southern California
represents the transition from the San Andreas
transform-fault system on the northwest, to the Gulf
of California right-transform system on the southeast .
Neotectonics in the valley are indicative of right-slip
transtension presumably associated with the San
Andreas right-lateral, transform, wrench-fault system .
The main strand of the San Andreas fault in this
region is last exposed in the Dur mid Hills along the
southeastern margin of the Salton Sea (see Figure : ) .
From there, the fault system is believed to jog
southeastward across the Imperial Valley through a
system of northwest-trending, right-slip faults
intcrcunnected by transtensional basins (e .g . . Hill,
1977; Elders, 1979; Sharp . 1982 ; Lacheribruch anti
others, 1985 ; Sibson, 1987 ; Lonsdale, 1989; Corona
and others, 1991) . The presence of active geothermal
systems in the Imperial Valley and Salton trough
results from the transtensional opening of the valley .
Structures in the Imperial Valley associated with
the neotectonic activity along the San AndreasImperial fault system are obscured by the major
agricultural development in the valley (Figure 7) .
However, the synoptic character of the Lands-zit
Thematic Mapper data does reveal hints of the
underlying structural geology . Linear features defined
by straight stream segments and low-relief topographic
scarps appear to correspond, in many cases, to known,
subtly exposed, surface faults (e.g., Imperial fault) . to
buried extensions of well-defined surface faults (e.g.,
Superstition Hills and Superstition Mountain faults) .
or to postulated subsurface faults .
Three principal trends can be delineated on the
satellite image in the Imperial Valley : northwest,
north-south, and northeast (sec Figure 7) . Northwesttrending features are probably related to primary or
secondary right-lateral, strike-slip faults ; north-striking
Figure 7 . Landsat Thematic Mapper image of the Imperial Valley area, California,
elements may be extensional or oblique-normal slip in
with structures and linear features identifiable on the satellite data . Line weight (i .e .,
nature ; and northeast-trending structures are likely to
solid, dashed, and dotted) correspond to the level of expression of the mapped feature..
be subsidiary, conjugate, left-slip faults. Actual slip
Note that northwest-trending features are probably right-slip faults, north-striking
sense of these features are difficult to determine from
elements may be extensional in nature, and northeast-trending structures are likely to
the Landsat data ; however, fell observations and
be left-slip faults . IF, Imperial fault ; SIIF, Superstition Hills fault ; SMF. Superstition
published literature support the implied displacements .
Mountain fault .
Analysis and interpretation of potential field data
in the Imperial Valley concur with a right-stepping,
right-slip, fault-jog system (Corona and others . 1991) . From these
• The principal fau!r or displacement tone is long and relatively
data, the tectonic framework of the Imperial Valley was interpreted to
straight to slightly curved .
be dominated by northwest-trending, right-stepping, right-lateral
• Major strike-slip fault zones commonly occupy valleys.
strike-slip faults that are connected by a series of basins or basinal
• Structural relief along major strike-slip faults is inconsistent in
blocks and cut in places by northeast-trending left-slip structures . The
that structurally high areas alternate repeatedly across the faults .
basins appear to be bounded and segmented by north-trending
structures that are oblique to the northwest-trending right-slip faults .
These structures may be basin-forming faults or dike-injected fracture
zones that are interpreted to be extensional in nature . This structural
configuration is compatible with wrench-fault transtension .

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In summary, wrench faults and their structural-style assemblage
can be identified on remote sensing or surface geologic data with the
following criteria :

• Splay, parallel, and conjugate faults may occur adjacent to or
diverge frutn the principal wreuchfault zone, forming
anastomosing or horsetail fault patterns .

• En echelon structures may develop on either side of the principal
or secondary strike-slip fault zone, forming at an oblique angle to
the zone .

• Lateral offset or bending of structural, natural . or man-made
features may be visible across the fault .

I
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Transpression or transtension along a wrench-fault zone may be
recognized by the dominance of contractional or extensional
structures, respectively .
These criteria define distinoluisliing surface characteristics of
wrench-fault assemblages that differentiate them from other styles of
deformation. As shown in this examination, remote sensing data can
be used in practical geologic interpretation of structures and structural
styles. The approach is to determine the diagnostic geometric
characteristics of individual structural elements, and avoid detailed

identification and mapping

of every linear and curvilinear feature on
these dam that may or may nor be related to geologic structures . The
type, orientation, and distribution of these elements are then mapped
and analyzed to establish a structural style . With this approach, a
better understanding of regional as well as individual structures in
both well-snapped and frontier areas can be developed . Remote
sensing data can present a complimentary view in regional geologic
analysis.
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